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Abstract

The remote photovoltaic systems need a simple, cheap, remote monitoring and remotely controlling devices. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems based on PLCs are very complex, lower reliability, and require developed electronic industry in order to produce sophisticated PLC’s. Information Technology (IT) industry requires simpler, cheap, no restrictions on software or hardware SCADA systems. This paper presents a new generation of Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) for SCADA system based on microcontroller for customer side distribution automation system. We have a common trend of attempting to lower SCADA costs on RTU side. Our paper goals are to go to deep in lowering the cost of RTU unit, freeing the software so lowering system cost, and to expand the open source technology culture away from the restricted one of the large companies. A proposed microcontroller-based SCADA system with an open source software and graphical user interface is introduced in this paper. Our proposed system cost lowering efforts depending on the simple remote terminal unit (RTU), and an open source software. The system is modular where the main terminal unit (MTU) with a human machine interface (HMI) can access many RTUs that can plug and play. The proposed system is designed, implemented and gave excellent results in collecting data, transmitting, monitoring, and applying system control as well. One of the most appropriate applications for SCADA is the remote area photovoltaic standalone systems. The SCADA is used as monitoring, control and management system.
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stations, remote terminal units, or RTU stations); and a collection of standard and/or custom software used to monitor and control remotely located field data elements.

Other definition of SCADA systems are often described in definition as SCADA are a type of industrial control system used to collect data and exercise control from a remote location. In the pipeline industry, SCADA systems are used to collect data from pipeline sensors in real time and display these data to humans (controllers) who monitor the data from remote operate pipeline control equipment, such as valves and pumps. Also SCADA is a process control system that enables a site operator to monitor and control processes that are distributed among various remote sites.

In all the installed SCADA systems, the data servers communicate with devices in the field through programmable logic controllers (PLCs). PLCs are connected to the data servers either directly or via networks or fieldbuses that are proprietary (e.g. Siemens H1), or non-proprietary (e.g. Profibus). Data servers are connected to each other and to client stations via an Ethernet LAN.

From the SCADA systems development and production point of view, those systems are very complex, costly, have restricted software for his components, and requires developed electronic industry in order to produce sophisticated PLC’s and to be competitive with different SCADA producers worldwide. This is quite unrealistic goal for domestic IT and electronic industry. Given the complexity of such a systems, especially highly sophisticated PLC’s, they are witnessing common trend of attempting to lower SCADA costs on RTU side [1, 2].

In order to overcome this growing RTU side cost problem, they suggest PC-to-PC SCADA (PtP) concept [1]. PtP SCADA concept differs from standard SCADA concept in two main elements:

- RTU in PtP SCADA concept is obligatory PC based station unlike mostly PLC based RTU stations in standard SCADA concept, and
- RTU in PtP SCADA concept could contain elements of artificial intelligence, unlike PLC’s which could not have any AI elements.

Our paper describe a new more lower cost SCADA system based on microcontrollers that making the servers (RTU) more cost effective. Using a lower cost microcontroller unit with Ethernet controller as a server for data acquisition and plant control tools will make a revolution in the SCADA world in the near future. In the proposed SCADA system not only RTUs cost are the benefits, but also the open source software that will contribute in propagation of the IT and make more cost effective systems.

1.1. SCADA SOLUTIONS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY REMOTE AREA SYSTEMS

In recent years, because of highly global industry development, the fossil energy depletes rapidly and oil price rises quickly, so looking for alternative sources of energy becomes widespread throughout the world. The alternative sources of energy essentially means that coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear energies are excluded, which may include wind, solar, geothermal, water temperature difference, waves, tides, biomass energy and fuel cells. Among the many renewable energy resources, wind and solar are most attractive. The solar energy is clean, neither polluting the environment nor costing fuel price, and is directly obtainable. Therefore the researches and applications of solar energy become popular among governments, research institutes, organizations and even the general public’s [16]. In this paper, the design and implementation of a SCADA as a management and control of remote area standalone photovoltaic solar systems are studied.

2. SCADA IMPORTANCE AND ADVANTAGES

Telemetry is automatic transmission and measurement of data from remote sources by wire or radio or other means. A properly designed SCADA system saves time and money by eliminating the need for service personnel to visit each site for inspection, data collection/logging or make adjustments. Real-time monitoring, system modifications, troubleshooting, increased equipment life, automatic report generating SCADA is the combination of telemetry and data acquisition. SCADA system is responsible of collecting the information, transferring it to the central site, carrying out any necessary analysis and control and then displaying that information on the operator screens. The required control actions are then passed back to the process [3].

The prevalence of SCADA systems has grown to the point that national infrastructure today depends, to a large degree, on SCADA systems. SCADA system capabilities have evolved from that of simply replacing lights and push buttons to handling very complex process control and critical safety shutdown systems. The intelligence of SCADA systems has advanced to the point where their automated operation requires fewer operators: less human supervision than previous control system methodologies. [4]

The main advantages of using SCADA are [1]:

- Real-time monitoring.
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System modifications,
Troubleshooting,
Increased equipment life,
Automatic report generating, etc.

Moreover, SCADA systems provide industry with many additional secondary advantages. Good SCADA systems today not only control processes but are also used for measuring, forecasting, billing, analyzing and planning.

3. SCADA HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

Standard SCADA system block diagram is shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram of standard SCADA system.

Diagram shows three main components, Master Terminal Unit (MTU), Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) with a communication means between them, and Human Machine Interface software (HMI) [3, 4].

3.1. MTU

A central host or master (also called a master station, master terminal unit, or MTU). The master station itself often consists of two separate subsystems:

- A workstation which processes all the information and where the system operator can monitor and control the system.
- A communication controller, which takes over the burden of real-time, low-level communication processing and network management, relieving the workstation for other tasks.

3.2. RTU,

One or more field data gathering and control units or remotes (also called remote stations, remote terminal units, or RTU’s). An RTU provides intelligent I/O collection and processing, such as reading inputs from switches, sensors, and transmitters, then arranging the representative data into a format that the SCADA system can understand. RTU also converts output values provided by the SCADA system from their digital form into that which can be understood by field-controllable devices such as discrete (relay) and analog outputs (current or voltage).

3.3. HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE (HMI)

HMA is software used to monitor and control the whole system. Contemporary SCADA systems have mostly open loop control characteristics and utilize long distance communication with relatively low data rates. HMI is the means by which the user (operator) interacts with the SCADA system. Simply put, the HMI provides a clear and easy-to-understand computer representation of what is, in fact, being controlled or monitored by the SCADA system.

The HMI allows the operator to view virtually all system alerts, warnings, and functions as well as change set points, analyze, archive or present data trends. A good and effective SCADA HMI design makes the interaction with the SCADA through the HMI seem natural to the operator, or in other words, clear and easy to understand, with no need for explanation.

3.4. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MTU & RTU

The communication between MTU and RTU of the system may be wired or wireless, via local LAN or via the internet.

- The first method for private data transmission includes wire lines or buried cable and modems, and is usually limited to low bandwidth. When it makes sense to string or bury your own communication cable between sites, consider the staffing requirements necessary to support the technical/maintenance aspects of the system.
- The second method to consider is wireless transmission and includes Spread Spectrum, Microwave or VHF/UHF radios. VHF/UHF radio (good for up to 30 miles) is an electromagnetic transmission with frequencies of 175MHz-450MHz-900MHz received by special antennas.
- If you need a 24-hour permanent connection for analog data transmission between two or more locations, the Private Leased Line (PLL) should be considered. The Digital Data Service (DDS) with the Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL) and Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) should be considered for high speed/low error rate applications.

4. TYPICAL LAYERS OF SCADA

One distinguishes two basic layers in a SCADA system: the "client layer" which caters for the human machine interaction and the "data server layer" which handles most of the process data control activities. Figure 2 shows the typical SCADA system layers [5].
The data servers communicate with devices in the field through process controllers. Process controllers, e.g. PLCs, are connected to the data servers either directly or via networks or fieldbuses that are proprietary (e.g. Siemens H1), or non-proprietary (e.g. Profibus). Data servers are connected to each other and to client stations via an Ethernet LAN. The data servers and client stations are NT platforms but for many products the client stations may also be Windows machines.

The PLCs are on a separate network and communicate to the system’s HMIs, hybrid controllers, and event loggers using protocols such as Infinet. If the preceding example were the extent of connectivity to the SCADA system, they would be relatively secure. However, it is common today Figure 4 for the corporate IT network to typically connect to the Infinet network with a bridge to allow for the collection of production data, and SCADA vendors are typically allowed to connect to PLCs or hybrid controllers in order to facilitate vendor support of the SCADA system.

5. COMMON SCADA ARCHITECTURES

Early SCADA systems used proprietary event–driven operating systems and some form of rudimentary/proprietary serial communications typically based on R232/RS422/RS485. Today, SCADA system components utilize purpose built event-driven operating systems, commercial operating systems (for example, Windows/Linux as well as hybrids), and commercial operating systems with real-time extensions. While SCADA systems for critical processes are available with fault-tolerant networking, most have evolved to take advantage of UDP/TCP over Ethernet communications. In a SCADA network Figure 3, field devices are typically connected to the PLCs across an independent network using specialized protocols such as Fieldbus, HART, or MODBUS [15].

In our proposed system, we have used the Atmel microcontroller with their more advanced capability of computational, multiple I/O, built in A/D, timers, counters, external and internal interrupts. The microcontroller is simply a single chip microcomputer, so it has most of the computer
capability in addition; it is portable, modular, compact, industrial level component and many other well-known advantages. In the proposed system, we are not concentrating to modify the RTU only, but also we developed a human machine interface (HMI) software as a graphical user interface (GUI) based on open source software for data communications and protocols. The proposed system has the same function; same ability of PLC SCADA system while it uses commercial components, open source software, by means modification could be applicable any time without the need of any permission, any license from any authority, etc. Simply it is an open system in everything hardware and software, just knowhow of the developer team.

Referring to the architecture of SCADA systems, our proposed SCADA system is consists of three main units; Master Terminal Unit (MTU), Remote Terminal Unit(s) (RTUs), and communication protocol software. MTU is a client PC (Laptop) with open source SCADA software. Each RTU is composed of microcontroller Ethernet units (AT328 microcontroller board and Ethernet controller) serves as system server. The communication protocol software is open source SCADA software with multiple communication capability. The system is attached to an emulator board with analog and digital input and output capability as shown in Figure 5.

In the GUI HMI window, left group shows the status and control signals of RTU_1 while right group shows the status and control signals of RTU_2. The upper four bars show the values of the output analog signals, matching could be found between the white LED’s brightness and the high of each bar slider. Slider bar is used to control the value of each output analog signal.

The six bars in the middle represent the analog input signals, the high of each bar changes according to the change of each analog input signal. Each analog signal value is changing from 0 to 1023 decimal as 10-bit resolution A/D is used. This reading is displaying in a text box under the displayed bar taking a color varying from green to red according the strength of the signal as shown clearly in Figure 6. The check boxes down shows the status of two digital output signals that controls the operation of green LED’s. Each LED is illuminating according the related signal. The right two signals of each RTU block shows the status of digital input signal.

Figure 5. RTU Emulator Board.

6.1. PROPOSED SCADA MTU AND HMI

The MTU is a client PC (Laptop) with open source SCADA software. It should be noted that many RTU’s could be handled by MTU, while two RTU’s only are implemented in our proposal as an example. The implemented human machine interface (HMI) software is a graphical user interface (GUI) one with an easy way to design, change, depict, and modify any of the system variables. The GUI interface menu is shown in Figure 6 while an image of the GUI on PC monitor is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the RTU_1 and RTU_2 list of variables and its declaration values.
6.1.1. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

A protocol is a set of rules that governs how digital messages are exchanged. In the early years of SCADA systems, few if any communications standards existed, hence individual SCADA equipment vendors each created their own exclusive proprietary protocols. It has been estimated that at one point there were between 150 to 200 different proprietary SCADA protocols in use. The high number of protocols in use along with their proprietary nature actually afforded a degree of security through “security by obscurity.” As the SCADA industry matured and vendors began to adopt open standards, the total number of SCADA protocols commonly in use was reduced to a small number of popular protocols that were being promoted by industry professional organizations. In modern protocol design, protocols are “layered”. Layering is a design principle which divides the protocol design into a number of smaller parts, each of which accomplishes a particular sub-task, and interacts with the other parts of the protocol only in a small number of well-defined ways.

For example, one layer might describe how to encode text (with ASCII, say), while another describes how to inquire for messages (with the Internet’s simple mail transfer protocol, for example), while another may detect and retry errors (with the Internet’s transmission control protocol), another handles addressing (say with IP, the Internet Protocol), another handles the encapsulation of that data into a stream of bits (for example, with the point-to-point protocol), and another handles the electrical encoding of the bits, (with a V.42 modem, for example).

### Table 1. Some Communication Protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODBUS</td>
<td>Ethernet/IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFIBUS</td>
<td>ControlNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntiNET</td>
<td>HART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCA</td>
<td>Fieldbus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Control Center</td>
<td>Telecontrol Application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.2. MODBUS PROTOCOL

Modbus is an open standard Master/Slave application protocol that can be used on several different physical Layers. Modbus is an application-layer messaging protocol. It provides client/server communication between devices connected on different types of buses or networks. Modbus-TCP means that the Modbus protocol is used on top of Ethernet-TCP/IP. Modbus-TCP is an open Industrial Ethernet network.

MODBUS is one of the most popular protocols used in the industrial world. Supporting traditional serial protocols of RS232/485/422 and Ethernet protocols allow industrial devices, such as, programmable Logic Controls (PLCs), microprocessors, microcontrollers, HMIs and meters, to use MODBUS as their communication mode [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The MODBUS standard is flexible and easy to implement. Not only intelligent devices like micro controllers, PLCs etc. can communicate over MODBUS, but also many intelligent sensors are equipped with a MODBUS interface to send their data to host systems. While MODBUS is mainly used on wired serial communication lines, there are also extensions to the standard for wireless communications and Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) networks. The MODBUS specification includes two possible transmission modes, ASCII and RTU. MODBUS RTU mode is the most common implementation, using binary coding and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error-checking. Communication on a MODBUS network is always initiated (started) by a “Master” with a “query” to a “slave (RTU)”. The slave, who is constantly monitoring the network for queries, will recognize only queries addressed to it and will respond either by performing an action or by returning a “response”. Only master can initiate a transaction (query). Modbus/TCP is a Modbus/RTU message transmitted with a TCP/IP wrapper and sent over a network instead of serial lines.

6.1.3. MODBUS/TCP PROTOCOL SETTING MENUS

In the proposed system the MODBUS protocol is applied. Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the setting of MODBUS/TCP for both RTU1 and RTU2; setting and initialization.
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Each RTU must have its own IP and should not be repeated for other RTU in the same system. In the following four figures (11-14), the initialization menus of the analog input and output channels and the digital input and output channels for RTU_1 is given, the same is for RTU_2.

RTU-1 takes slave address of 1 and RTU-2 takes slave address of 2. In each RTU, the addresses of the analog input channels range are 30001-39999 and for analog output range is 40001-49999. Whereas the addresses of the digital input channels start at 10001 up to 19999, and for digital output start at address 1 and ends at 9999 as shown in the figures. Also in the figures we can decide that channel allocate in any RTU. The analog input is specified as read only “input register” while the analog output as “holding register” with read/write capability. The digital input is specified as read only “input”, while the digital output as write only Modbus “coil”.

Figure 9, RTU_1, IP, Port Assignments.

Figure 10, RTU_2, IP, Port Assignments

Figure 11, RTU_1, Analog input channel design menu.

Figure 12, RTU_1, Analog output channel design menu.

Figure 13, Digital input channel design menu.
Figure 14. RTU_1, Digital output channel design menu.

6.2. PROPOSED SCADA SYSTEM RTU

Each of RTU is composed of microcontroller Ethernet units (AT328 microcontroller board and Ethernet controller) serves as system server. The microcontroller board features as:

- High Performance, Low Power AVR, 8-Bit Microcontroller with the following capabilities:
  - 32 x 8 General Purpose Working Registers
  - Up to 20 MIPS Throughput at 20 MHz
  - 32 Kbytes program memory, 1 Kbytes EEPROM, 2 Kbytes Internal SRAM
  - Programming Lock for Software Security
  - Two 8-bit Timer/Counters, one 16-bit Timer/Counter
  - Six PWM Channels
  - 6-channel 10-bit ADC

The microcontroller pins can be configured as input or output for flexibility. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the proposed microcontroller and Ethernet boards.

For prove of concept, we design and implement an emulator board (EMB). The EMB is supported with 6 analog signals (6 blue pots.), 4 analog output (detected by the brightness of the 4 white LED’s), 2 digital output (2 green LED’s) and 2 digital input (2 red LED’s). These list of signals represents the capability of RTU itself. Figure 17 shows the designed and implemented EMB.

Figure 15. AT328 microcontroller board.

Figure 16. Ethernet Controller Board.

Figure 17. The implemented emulator board (EMB).

6.3. PROPOSED SCADA IMPLEMENTATION

The RTU’s of the proposed SCADA system are connected to an air station wireless high power device through an Ethernet cable. The power of each RTU (during testing) is sinking from the USB port of the Laptop computer. The data link between the RTU’s and the MTU is a wireless data communication. The used air station wireless device has a moderate rang indoor and a wide range in the free area. It is well known for most of the internet users that the length of net cable could reach to 100m without affecting the signal quality and the air station wireless unit has at least 100m also [10, 11]. So, the RTU’s could be distributed in a circle with ~200m radius from the MTU location.

Figure 18 shows two RTU’s while connected with the Air Station Wireless High Power Module. The Air...
Station is available in many models, in our case it has four Ethernet cable inputs, and by means it is able to handle four RTU’s at the same time. Expansion could be made either by adding a network switch or replace the Air Station with more inputs one. Figure 19 shows the proposed SCADA system while in the operation mode. RTU_1 and RTU_2 connected to the Air Station whereas it powered from the USB ports of the laptop. A wireless communication is done between the laptop and the Air Station.

7. Proposed System Operation Modes

The proposed system is tested in three modes of operation; modes 1, 2, and 3.

7.1. Operation Mode 1

The first mode of operation is when the Air Station Wireless High Power Module not connected to WLAN. It is in a local LAN mode only and the communication between MTU and RTU’s is done locally. Another Laptop with the GUI HMI software is put in the range of Air Station Wireless High Power Module radio signal interacts, displays and controls the RTU’s, Figure 20.

7.2. Operation Mode 2

The second mode when the Air Station Wireless Module is connected to WLAN (internet), and there is not a dynamic DNS assignment. The system is in a local LAN mode only and the communication between MTU and RTU’s is done locally. In this case the two RTU’s has a local IP addresses. So, communication is done locally (through the same LAN). This mode is similar to mode 1.

7.3. Operation Mode 3

The third mode is called Dynamic DNS mode. Dynamic DNS allows us to create a hostname that points to our local IP address via Internet Service Provider, making an easy-to-remember URL for quick access or access from another remote LAN. As disconnect and reconnect to the internet, the IP address is changing. So the Dynamic DNS mode allows us to track the changes in the IP as it is varied. In our Air Station Wireless Module, it can be configured using Game & Application Sharing menu, so it can be accessible using this alias rather than varied local IP address assigned by our Internet Service Provider. In this mode the Air Station Wireless Module is connected to WAN, and the IP of one RTU or both are operating in dynamic URL mode.

8. SCADA Application in PV Systems

With the wide use of renewable energy resource (RES), traditional energy resource structure have been adjusted and modulated. Solar energy becomes ideal alternative energy of traditional fossil energy for its wealthy resource, wide distribution and availability in environmental protection. In recent years, SCADA system has been widely applied in power system substation automation and becomes a focus of electric utility. At the same time, SCADA system has been used in PV power generation area, especially in large-scale application of PV plants.
The proposed SCADA system is suitable for the distributed PV plants since it is cost effective, reliable, cheaper and low power consumption.

![Figure 21. Distributed network of PV power plants](image-url)

9. HOW SERIOUS ARE THE SECURITY ISSUES OF SCADA?

Imagine living in a world where a common cold could easily kill you—Welcome to the world of SCADA. A simple Port-Scan as typically run within most enterprise networks to determine what ports are open on a SCADA component has the potential of causing the SCADA system to crash due to the improper support of TCP/IP error handling [5, 13, 14].

Unfortunately, in order to reap the full financial benefits of a SCADA system, interconnection to the enterprise network is necessary to provide real-time process data to enterprise back-end systems. It is this interconnection of SCADA systems and the enterprise network that is the weakest link in SCADA system security. The first step in understanding the risks associated with SCADA while operating in today’s digital world is to accept that SCADA systems have always been designed to operate in closed environments. While most organizations claim that their SCADA system is not connected to their enterprise network, it has been estimated that, in reality, 80 to 90 percent of SCADA systems are in fact connected to the enterprise network. It is that connection to the enterprise network that opens the door for Internet hackers to attack SCADA systems.

“Many believe that it is the interconnection of SCADA and business systems across the enterprise network that poses the greatest risk to SCADA. In other words, SCADA systems were not initially intended to operate within the enterprise environment. At issue is the inability within SCADA components to deal with the exposure to viruses, worms, and malware that are commonplace today within the enterprise network”.


10. CONCLUSION

The proposed SCADA systems is simple, cheap, and reliable, plug and play, has no software or hardware restrictions. The system is microcontroller-based SCADA system that has the same function; same ability of PLC-based SCADA system while it uses commercial components, and open source software. The system composed of MTU, two RTUs, and HMI. The key of lowering system cost is RTU and open source software. The designed HMI allows of designing and/or modification of the menus to be applicable any system at time without the need of permission or license. The results show that the proposed system is more simple compared to other commercial systems, and has no restriction or required license that making rapid widespread of information technology.
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